
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
analytics consulting. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for analytics consulting

Assisting in proposal efforts in new sales activities
Be able to confidently interact with senior leadership within both Lines of
Business (SVP/VP/SMD/MD/ED – Banking, Capital Markets, Asset
Management Companies) IT (CIO, CTO, VP’s, Directors) in presenting
organization capabilities, practice credentials, value propositions, solutions,
being able to deliver and lead oral presentations, anchor business/IT
workshops
Work with SAS and SQL to design and develop code, scripts and data
pipelines that leverage structured and unstructured data integrated from
multiple sources
The main skills to have success in this position are strategy and operations
capabilities, including consulting, problem solving, and analytics abilities to
create specific solutions to big picture problems
Develop and become custodian of digital strategy roadmap that articulates,
prioritizes and timelines high-impact digital initiatives for assigned Line(s) of
Business
Champion prioritized high-impact digital initiatives through digital
governance process by working closely with Marketing leads, Line of Business
stakeholders and technical experts Identify success criteria, track
performance and report out on new digital initiatives in-market to inform
future opportunities
10+ years of experience of pre-sales, consulting, or in-house technology
leadership experience in software, analytics, operations, cloud and/or security
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Capability to translate product capabilities to practical use cases relevant to
customers in the Korean market
This position requires a passion for driving strategies and a strong personality
with demonstrated leadership skills working in a complex matrix organization
Assist the pre-sales team with participation in RFPs / new sales pitches

Qualifications for analytics consulting

You will be leading multiple highly-complex advisory and implementation
engagements using your deep knowledge of in of our key offerings with a
focus on the financial services sector
10 + years’ experience in analytic roles, management consulting, executive
leadership, or complex analytics design and execution
Actuarial Credential - ASA or FSA
At least 5 years of experience in of the following industries
At least 8 years working on a clinical trial team or has worked in a clinical
operations group in a cross-functional manner and understands the various
steps in the lifecycle of a clinical study
Knowledge of the Drug Discovery Process, ICH and GCP guidelines


